La Magia della Sicilia | Collection 2019

Sicily – an earthly paradise that brings the beauty, diversity and
contrasts of Italy together in one picturesque location. This is
where urban nobility impressively collides with untouched
nature and pulsating volcanoes nestle themselves between idyllic coastlines, all while being caressed by warm desert winds.
This melting pot of metropolitan vibrancy, cultural richness and
tangible originality is creatively translated into the 17 patterns
that make up the new ARDECORA collection – La Magia della
Sicilia. Characterised by breath-taking craftsmanship, refined
material effects and sophisticated embroidery.

The classical part of the collection celebrates the chic, urban
bustle of the island. The floral design of PALERMO shines as a
more opulent lampas, with its glorious interplay of light and
shadow reflecting the cultivated lifestyle. The baroque city of
NOTO is honoured by the eponymous fabric with an artistically
embroidered stripe motif on satin and captivates using powdery
tones and metallic accents. SIRACUSAS is akin to the city itself: vibrant, creative and confident in a noble faux single-colour
– a timeless interpretation, meaning it is at home in both worlds
the collection inhabits.

The modern part of the collection is a love letter to the islands,
volcanoes and minerals. SCIROCCO envelopes us in the spirit
of a hot Sahara wind with high-contrast embroidery made from
shimmering, jute-like threads. STROMBOLI tremors in its
three-dimensional pattern, powerful like a volcano, while
LIPARI evokes the undefined beauty and subtle colour palette
of stones that have been faded by sea water.

Anyone who wants to experience everything Italy has to offer
in one place will find themselves in Sicily. The new ARDECORA collection 2019 offers a spectacular interpretation of the
island’s artisanal originality and the charm of its cities. Sicilian
magic with a contemporary twist – La Magia della Sicilia.
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Etna | 15445
6 Colourways
93% CV, 7% PES
Width: 140 cm
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Erici | 15448
4 Colourways
67% PES, 15% PAN,
14% CO, 4% LI
Width: 140 cm

Martindale: 25.000
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As its name suggests, ETNA was inspired by the lava formulations surrounding the famous Sicilian volcano. The particularly smooth feel of this Jacquard pattern and its subtle mattglossy effect make this textile perfect for use as an upholstery
fabric as well as a decorative fabric. Its highly opaque warp
yarns make ETNA particularly durable.

The phrase ‘nature meets elegance’ best describes this fabric. It
is a sumptuous yet rather technical fabric with an open weave.
A special weaving technique gives ERICI its light look, yet the
materials used add a touch of luxury.

Magico | 15446
7 Colourways
100% SE
Width: 139 cm
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MAGICO, as its name suggests, is a captivating, luxurious singlecolour made from pure silk. Its stylish feel and the unmistakeable lustre of the silk make this textile an absolute gem. Its
elegant colour range features seven different colours.
Lipari | 15447
5 Colourways
77% PES, 23% CO
Width: 150 cm
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LIPARI is captivating in its sense of contemporary sophistication. The refined weave of this distinctive, lavish Jacquard
fabric and its subtle colour palette make this textile particularly
expressive. The contrast of materials, between the particularly
fine cotton threads in the weft and the effect thread in the warp,
give it a fascinating, modern feel.

Panarea | 15449
4 Colourways
45% LI, 40% CO, 15% PES
Width: 140 cm
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A particularly softly flowing decorative fabric made in an innovative Jacquard technique. A brushing process in which the
surface fibres of the cotton weft are raised gives it its smooth,
subtle, velour-like background. This also gives rise to an interesting patina effect in the satin motif.
Scirocco | 15450
5 Colourways
62% CV, 25% LI, 13% PES,
Embroidery: 70% CV, 30% JU
Width: 135 cm
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SCIROCCO is a textile for lovers. A high standard of craftmanship can be seen in its graphic, expressive motif, which is
simply breath-taking. The high-quality feel of the embroidery is
also underscored by the elegant iridescent effect of the background.

Stromboli | 15451
5 Colourways
42% CV, 34% CO, 24% PES
Width: 140 cm
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The modern pattern of this decorative fabric with a soft,
pleasant surface creates a clear graphic effect. This contemporary Jacquard develops an interesting relief due to its
combination of various weave effects.
Pantelleria | 15452
3 Colourways
68% PES, 30% PVC, 2% PU
Width: 312 cm
Usable Width: 290 cm
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As an innovative interpretation of lavish mesh fabric,
PANTELLERIA will add extra flair to any sophisticated interior. The interplay of bands made from artificial leather and
intertwined effect yarn make this textile in a double fabric width
truly stand out.

Salina | 15454
4 Colourways
100% PES
Width: 300 cm
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A wall to wall, low-maintenance, transparent fabric. SALINA
is a contemporary interpretation of ikat Scherli stripes on a
transparent background. This attractive fabric has a clear, graphic design that will add an accent to any sophisticated interior.
Palermo | 15455
5 Colourways
75% CV, 25% PES
Width: 140 cm
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A spectacular and artful interpretation of a classic lampas fabric.
PALERMO captivates with its subtle colour compositions
created by a myriad of different yarn colours in the weft. The
intricate floral motifs consisting of a highly opaque and fine
Jacquard weave give this high-quality fabric its opulent feel.

Eolie | 15453
4 Colourways
100% PES
Application: 100% PES
Embroidery: 55% CV,
40% CO, 5% MTF
Width: 137 cm

Noto | 15456
5 Colourways
100% CO
Application: 100% PES
Embroidery: 55% CV,
40% CO, 5% MTF
Width: 144 cm
Usable Width: 134 cm

A contemporary and attractive transparent fabric. Its high quality look is elegantly underscored by the dry background and
satin appliqués, which give rise to a sophisticated contrast
effect. The elaborate embroidery accentuates its clear, graphic
pattern.

A highly elegant and artfully embroidered stripe motif for a
particularly stylish interior. NOTO’s handcrafted, elaborate
embroidery is simply captivating. The alternating material
effect creates a refined contrast between shimmering satin,
subtle lurex threads and the fine cotton background.
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Mori | 15457
4 Colourways
100% CO
Embroidery: 79% CV,
11% PES, 10% MTF
Width: 137 cm
Usable Width: 132 cm
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Catania | 15460
3 Colourways
100% PES
Application: 60% CLY,
25% WO, 15% PES
Width: 300 cm
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The stylish and contemporary interpretation of this well-proportioned arabesque design makes MORI a highly versatile fabric.
The raised structure of the intertwined embroidery thread
contrasts perfectly with the subtle cotton-satin background and
thus creates a unique relief.

A distinctive, room-height, transparent fabric with a
casual yet elegant feel. The sophisticated Jacquard pattern
appliqué on a dry background serves as a contemporary
interpretation of an elegant medallion design. This
creates a matt-gloss contrast which gives CATANIA its
luxurious feel.

Sabbia | 15458
5 Colourways
45% PES, 45% CV, 10% PA
Width: 137 cm

Monreale | 15461
3 Colourways
100% PES
Width: 300 cm

A special finishing and dyeing technique gives SABBIA its
artful three-dimensional effect that is reminiscent of a structure
in the sand. The elegance of this timeless, softly draping decorative fabric is also accentuated by its subtle matt-gloss effect.

A charming, room-height, low-maintenance transparent
fabric. The floral, playful motif, incorporated using the
Scherli technique, stands out with a subtle shine that
contrasts the delicate transparency of the background.
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Siracusa | 15459
10 Colourways
100% PES
Embroidery: 78% CV, 22% PES
Width: 140 cm
Usable Width: 129 cm
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An elegant and timeless interpretation of an embroidered faux
single-colour, available in ten colours. The pleasantly soft drape
of the surface and the modern, subtle colour palette make this
fabric particularly versatile and give it its understated charm.
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